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WELCOME TO THE CHALLENGE!

Welcome to the 5 Day ASL Grammar Challenge!  

This challenge is simple, yet effective. Even better, it doesn’t take much of your time, so 
you’re back to the grind, lunch, nap time, the pool, in no time (but with a little more 
grammar know-how under your belt)! 

Each morning you’ll receive access to the instructional video and the short challenge 
assignment. Each evening, you’ll be given the answers, and the chance to ask 
questions, in the Facebook group.  

Join us there live, 5:45pm PDT for the 5 days of the challenge.  

There are a few things I want you to remember.  

This is NOT about what you can sign, how to sign XYZ, or stressing over your sign 
vocabulary expertise, or lack thereof.  

This is purely about grammar, the parts of the ASL sentence and how to organize those 
parts to easily create your own sentences.  

Have fun, and set aside a few minutes each day, for 5 days, to complete the challenge 
and you’ll see great improvement in your syntax usage.  

Good luck! 
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THE CHECKLIST

The challenges 
Download the ASL Grammar Challenge Workbook 
Watch Day 1 
Label sentence parts 
Check your answers 
Watch Day 2 
Complete mad lib challenge 
Check your answers 
Watch Day 3 
Arrange sentences correctly 
Check your answers 
Watch Day 4 
Fix the mistakes challenge 
Check your answers 
Watch Day 5 
Complete final challenge 
Check your answers
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DAY ONE

You’ve learned the parts of the ASL sentence. Before you get started on your 
assignment, let’s do a quick recap.  

TIME = TENSE 
TOPIC = MAIN SUBJECT 
COMMENT = ADJECTIVE/VERB/DETAILS 
REFERENT = REFERS TO TOPIC 

Want some examples?  

TENSE 

last night 
yesterday 
tomorrow 
in the past 
next week 
last weekend 
2 days from now 
will 
soon 
recently 

TOPIC 

dog 
Sally 
airport 
school 
computer 
fan 
cup 
Rhode Island 
secretary 
notebook 

COMMENT 

fast 
run 
jump 
slow 
sad 
march 
slippery 
quiet 
full 
blank 

REFERENT 

she 
he 
it 
we 
you 
they 
myself 
the 
our 
I 

These were NOT exhaustive lists. The possibilities are endless.  
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DAY ONE

Let’s get to work!  

Label each part of the 5 sentences below. Come back and correct any mistakes later & 
do a funky dance for every correct answer.  

1. I really want a piece of cheesecake.  

TIME =  

TOPIC =  

COMMENT =  

REFERENT =  

2. Plan and develop more ideas than you can do.  

TIME =  

TOPIC =  

COMMENT =  

REFERENT =  

3. My cat is choking on a hairball.  

TIME =  

TOPIC =  

COMMENT =  

REFERENT = 
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DAY ONE

4.   What were you talking about yesterday? I couldn’t understand you.  

TIME =  

TOPIC =  

COMMENT =  

REFERENT =  

5.   I can’t find my keys! 

TIME =  

TOPIC =  

COMMENT =  

REFERENT = 
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DAY TWO

You’re going to fill in the missing word to match the label underneath. Have fun with it, 
or make it match as best you can.  

Do not stress if you don’t know the “official” way to write a sign. Come back and 
correct any mistakes later & do a funky dance for every correct answer.  

1. _________________ PART I  ________________ TRUE BIZ 
                 (topic)                                     (comment) 

2. IDEA++ ________  ______________ DEVELOP MORE-THAN _____________ 
                   (referent)           (comment)                                                  (comment) 

3. MY ___________ ____________________ HE ______________________ 
                  (topic)                    (comment)                                     (comment) 

4.  ______________ YOU DISCUSS ______________? I ________________ 
                (time)                                            (question)                    (comment) 

5. _______________  FIND  ________________  _______ 
               (topic)                               (comment)           (referent)  
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DAY THREE

You know the parts of the ASL sentence pretty well now. Now you’ve learned the basic 
sentence structure. Let’s review before you put it into action. 

TIME = TENSE 
TOPIC = MAIN SUBJECT 
COMMENT = ADJECTIVE/VERB/DETAILS 
REFERENT = REFERS TO TOPIC 

TIME + TOPIC + COMMENT 
TOPIC + COMMENT  

And some variations, including referents.  

TIME TOPIC COMMENT REFERENT 
TIME TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT REFERENT 

TIME TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT 
TOPIC COMMENT REFERENT  

TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT  
TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT REFERENT 

Some examples:  

SALMON I TRUE BIZ DON’T-LIKE (topic referent comment comment) 
AIRPORT WE ARRIVE HOW (topic referent comment comment) 
LAST-NIGHT MY DOG ALL-NIGHT HE GROWL IT ANNOY IT (time comment topic 
comment referent comment referent comment referent)
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DAY THREE

Take the sentences below and arrange them into the correct sentence order. Come 
back and correct any mistakes later & do a funky dance for every correct answer.  

1.   

          (TOPIC COMMENT REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT) 

TIME = none 

TOPIC = cheesecake 

COMMENT = really, want, piece 

REFERENT = I  

2.

          (TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT COMMENT COMMENT) 

TIME = none 

TOPIC = ideas 

COMMENT = plan, develop, more, can do 

REFERENT = you 

3.

TIME =  none 

TOPIC = cat 

COMMENT = my, hairball, choke  

REFERENT = he
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DAY THREE

4.  

         (TIME REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT) 

TIME = yesterday 

TOPIC = discuss 

COMMENT = what, not understand 

REFERENT = I, you 

5. 

       

TIME = none 

TOPIC = keys 

COMMENT = my, find, can’t 

REFERENT = I 

The sentences in English, if that helps… 

1. I really want a piece of cheesecake. 
2. Plan and develop more ideas than you can do. 
3. My cat is choking on a hairball. 
4. What were you talking about yesterday? I couldn’t understand you.
5. I can’t find my keys!
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DAY FOUR

I know you know all the bits, but let’s recap anyway. 

TIME = TENSE 
TOPIC = MAIN SUBJECT 
COMMENT = ADJECTIVE/VERB/DETAILS 
REFERENT = REFERS TO TOPIC 

TIME + TOPIC + COMMENT 
TOPIC + COMMENT  

And some variations, including referents.  

TIME TOPIC COMMENT REFERENT 
TIME TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT REFERENT 

TIME TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT 
TOPIC COMMENT REFERENT  

TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT  
TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT REFERENT 

Some examples:  

SALMON I TRUE BIZ DON’T-LIKE (topic referent comment comment) 
AIRPORT WE ARRIVE HOW (topic referent comment comment) 
LAST-NIGHT MY DOG ALL-NIGHT HE GROWL IT ANNOY IT (time comment topic 
comment referent comment referent comment referent) 
ICE SKATE MYSELF TRY I FAIL (topic referent comment referent comment)
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DAY FOUR

Uh-oh! These sentences are allllll sorts of wrong! Use your mad skills and fix ‘em quick, 
before I pass out from pain. I’ve given you every single sign you need to use.  

1. Incorrect:  MEAN MY DOG HE 

      Correct: 

2. Incorrect:  WHAT-DO YESTERDAY YOUR DOG? 

      Correct:   

3. Incorrect:  YOU TRAVEL HOW-MANY STATES U.S.? 

      Correct:  

4.  Incorrect:  IT MY FAVORITE MY BRIGHT COLOR IT MANY it-HELP-me PLANNER SUCCESS  

     Correct: 

5. Incorrect:   IT CRASH AWFUL COMPUTER HER IT LAST-MONTH 

    Correct:
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DAY FIVE

Ohmygoodness… it’s getting real. You’re totally awesome, duh! If you want a recap, 
read on. Otherwise, flip to the next page to get to work. 

TIME = TENSE 
TOPIC = MAIN SUBJECT 
COMMENT = ADJECTIVE/VERB/DETAILS 
REFERENT = REFERS TO TOPIC 

TIME + TOPIC + COMMENT 
TOPIC + COMMENT  

And some variations, including referents.  

TIME TOPIC COMMENT REFERENT 
TIME TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT REFERENT 

TIME TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT 
TOPIC COMMENT REFERENT  

TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT  
TOPIC REFERENT COMMENT COMMENT REFERENT 

Some examples:  

SALMON I TRUE BIZ DON’T-LIKE (topic referent comment comment) 
AIRPORT WE ARRIVE HOW (topic referent comment comment) 
LAST-NIGHT MY DOG ALL-NIGHT HE GROWL IT ANNOY IT (time comment topic 
comment referent comment referent comment referent)
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DAY FIVE

Write 5 sentences of your very own using the steps we’ve done this week. Label the 
parts and then rearrange them into correct sign order. It’s okay if it takes a few tries to 
rearrange them and figure out the best flow. Once you’re done, post them in the group 
and I’ll pick some sentences to review.  

1. 

2. 

3.
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DAY FIVE

4. 

5. 
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